Most of the physiotherapy institutions observed World physiotherapy day by organizing various camps, CME programs, blood donation camps, walkathons, poster presentations, workshops and more.

ERA’S LUCKNOW MEDICAL COLLEGE & HOSPITAL, LUCKNOW along with rehabilitation society of India celebrated World Physiotherapy day on 7th & 8th Sep-11 with Dr. Ali Irani, (President IAP) conducting one day workshop for the students.

KIMS COLLEGE OF PHYSIOTHERAPY celebrated WORLD PHYSIOTHERAPY DAY – 2011 on 8TH September which marks the initiation of the era of physiotherapy. Mother of physiotherapy Merry Mc Millen started the academics for physical therapy, this auspicious day is celebrated all over as World Physiotherapy Day, KIMS College of Physiotherapy took the privilege to celebrate this event and organised an exquisite three days event.

The three day event focused on AWARENESS WALK, ACADEMIC SESSIONS, PAPER PRESENTATION and INTER COLLEGE CULTURAL COMPETITIONS.
CULTURAL EVENTS
“Continuing the quest to enhance and update the field of physiotherapy”
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College of physiotherapy Ahmednagar Maharashtra under Maharashtra university of Health Sciences celebrated WORLD PHYSICAL THERAPY DAY 8TH SEP 2011 by organising FITNESS TESTING CAMP at PUBLIC PLACES( MIDC INDUSTRIAL AREA AND HOSPITALS )and a physiotherapy Quiz for the students. The fitness testing camp was a great success as the people were satisfied with the assessment & treatment given to the patients.
The motto with which we IAP members organised these events “PURSUING THE MOVEMENT TO MOVE” in regard to WORLD PHYSIOTHERAPY DAY, was successfully achieved with prompt participation from all the colleges of physiotherapy and indeed created the “MOVE” in every person.
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